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Swachhatha he seva Campaign: Quiz Competition

UNAI TKMCE in collaboration with TKM Quiz Club has conducted a drawing competition as an
initiative of the Swatch Bharat program proposed by the District Collector of Kollam , Kerala so as to
march towards a clean and safe India.
VISION
To know how can be effectively implement ‘Swatch Bharat Abhiyan mission’ in India?
MISSION
To make students aware of ‘Swatch Bharat Abhiyan ‘ mission and to get good ideas and suggestions
from the young minds in order to implement it effectively in India .
OBJECTIVES



To make students aware of the mission ‘Swatch Bharat Abhiyan’
To make them feel important in contributing their ideas and knowledge for the progress of the
nation.

REPORT
The onam celebration program belongs to the 1st ,2nd ,and 7th basic principles of UNAI.
 Principle. 1: A commitment to the principles inherent in the United Nations Charter as
values that education seeks to promote and help fulfil.
 Principle. 2: A commitment to human rights, among them freedom of inquiry, opinion
and speech.
 Principle. 7: A commitment to advancing peace and conflict resolution through
education.

The program is hosted by Dheeraj, a second year member; the event saw a participation of 25+
students. Questions where to the point and almost general and the response was intriguing to see.
Being informative is one fact but being able to use it at the right time is skill and that skill set was very
well at display on the day. The response was quite impressive from everyone but eventually there had
to be a winner in every competition. Raghuram Ramanath & Anuvind from first year got in to first
place for the event. The interlinking of a competing quiz and the concept of swatch Bharat was
intriguing resulting in another successful program to the UNAI volunteers.

